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No More Snow! a hat

It cannot possibly be snowing again. But it is.

To vent my frustration I made another hat. A cross between Big Worm
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To vent my frustration I made another hat. A cross between Big Worm
(http://hookersdontbite.wordpress.com/2014/02/14/free-pattern-big-worm-a-hooked-hat/)and Worm
on a Hook, (http://hookersdontbite.wordpress.com/2014/02/13/free-pattern-worm-on-a-hook-a-

hat/) No More Snow! is a little larger than Worm on a Hook
(http://hookersdontbite.wordpress.com/2014/02/13/free-pattern-worm-on-a-hook-a-hat/) without the
taper rows and with a smaller slip stitch ribbed edge than Big Worm. No More Snow! probably ended

up to be the closest of the three hat patterns to Wurm (http://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/wurm).

Here’s the pattern for No More Snow! (and I mean it):

(http://hookersdontbite.files.wordpress.com/2014/02/wpid-

20140216_143906-1.jpg)Materials:

275 yards of worsted weight yarn (I used around 1.25 skeins of Paton’s Classic Wool Worsted Weight )
H crochet hook (5.0 mm)
J crochet hook (6.0 mm)
Tapestry Needle

Abbreviations:

BLO: Work in the Back Loop Only.

BBL: Work in the Back Back Loop only. This is the loop BEHIND the back loop.
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(http://hookersdontbite.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/sugar05topofworka.jpg)
Top of work where you can see the work done in the BBL

(http://hookersdontbite.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/sugar07a.jpg)
1 – For HDC in BBL, YO, insert hook into BBL

(http://hookersdontbite.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/sugar08a.jpg)

2 – YO, pull up a loop
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(http://hookersdontbite.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/sugar09a.jpg)

3 – YO, pull through all loops on hook

Ch: Chain

FHDC: Foundation Half Double Crochet (http://hookersdontbite.wordpress.com/2011/02/23/a-
chainless-beginning-thoughts-on-foundation-single-crochet/)

HDC: Half Double Crochet
RSC: Raised Single Crochet (special stitch). After using this stitch in the Fritillary Scarf, I did some

research to see if there was an official name for this stitch. While I found the stitch mentioned in a few

places, I did not see it named anywhere else, so I’ve used the name from the Fritillary Scarf
(http://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/fritillary-scarf) (if it was in American terms). This is similar to

a back post stitch. Insert hook from back to front, under top two loops of stitch, then from front to
back, under top two loops of next stitch. Hook will be around the post. YO, pull up a loop, YO, pull

through both loops on hook.

(http://hookersdontbite.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/sugar01undertoploopsa.jpg)

Raised SC: 1 – Back to front under top loops of stitch
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(http://hookersdontbite.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/sugar02aroundposta.jpg)

2 – Then from front to back under top loops of next stitch

(http://hookersdontbite.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/sugar03aroundposta.jpg)

3 – Your hook will now be around the post. Now YO, pull up a loop.

(http://hookersdontbite.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/sugar04finishedstitcha.jpg)

4 – YO, pull through both loops on hook, stitch is finished

RHDC: Raised Half Double Crochet (special stitch). Similar to the Raised Single Crochet, but this is the
Half Double Crochet version. YO, insert hook from back to front, under top two loops of stitch, then

from front to back, under top two loops of next stitch. Hook will be around the post. YO, pull up a
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loop, YO, pull through all loops on hook.

HDC2TOG in BBL: Half Double Crochet 2 Together in Back Back Loop
SS: Slip Stitch

(http://hookersdontbite.files.wordpress.com/2014/02/wpid-

20140216_143910.jpg)

(http://hookersdontbite.files.wordpress.com/2014/02/wpid-

20140216_141305-1.jpg)Pattern:

Pattern is written for an adult size hat. Notes are included to adjust for child size hat.

Body of Hat (with J hook):

The body of the hat is worked in the round. You will be joining at the end of each round. Do not turn at
the end of the round.

First Ch 1 at the beginning of the round does not count as a stitch.
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For a Child size hat, start with a foundation row of 78 stitches.

To make the hat smaller or larger than the pattern, you can just add more or less stitches to the

foundation row and do more or less repeats of rounds 2-4.

Round 1: Ch 2 (does not count as a stitch), 83 FHDC, then for final FHDC you will connect the
foundation row. Make sure the foundation row is straight, put the two ends side by side, yo, insert hook

into top two loops of chain of working side, then insert hook from the back to front of two loops of
chain of the other side, yo, pull through both sides and pull up a loop, yo, pull through all loops on
hook, ss to connect to top part of stitch. (84)

Round 2: Ch 1 (does not count as a stitch), RSC in each stitch around, SS to connect to top of first
stitch (84)

Round 3: Ch 1, RHDC in each stitch around, SS to connect to top of first stitch (84)

Round 4: Ch 1, HDC in BBL of each stitch around, SS to connect to top of first stitch (84)

Round 5-22: Repeat Rounds 2-4 six more times

Round 23-24: Repeat Rounds 2-3

Round 25: Ch 1, HDC2TOG in BBL of each stitch around, SS to connect to top of first stitch (42)

FO leaving long tail. Weave the tail in and out of each stitch of the last round and pull tight to close.
Stitch a few stitches to secure and close up opening.

The body of the hat is done. Now for the edging.

Edging of hat (with H hook):

You will be turning at the end of each row.
Be sure to count stitches as you go. It is easy to lose stitches if you don’t.

Keep your tension VERY loose.
You’ll want to use something to pick up the first and last stitches of each row. I used the eyehole side of
a yarn needle.

For a Child size hat, Ch 6 instead of 8.

Row 1: With the wrong side facing you, join yarn in foundation row with a SS, Ch 8, turn. (8)

Row 2: Ch 1, SS in BLO of second Ch from hook, SS in BLO of each stitch, SS through both loops of
foundation row (you should be on the wrong side), turn. (8)

Row 3: Skip SS in foundation row, SS in BLO of each stitch, turn. (8)

Row 4: Ch 1, SS in BLO of each stitch, SS through both loops of foundation row for 2 stitches, turn. (8)

Row 5: Skip 2 SS in foundation row, SS in BLO of each stitch, turn. (8)
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Row 6: Ch 1, SS in BLO of each stitch, SS through both loops of foundation row, turn. (8)

Repeat Rows 3-6 until you meet up with the beginning, ending with either Row 4 or 6.

For the final row that connects the two sides, hold the two wrong sides together, turn. SS through
both sides of work, BLO on side facing you, FLO on other side, FO.

Weave in ends.

Please note this pattern is for personal use only. Please do not sell finished items from this pattern.

8 Comments (+add yours?)

1. Lily
Feb 17, 2014 @ 17:44:38

Great hat! Thank you. Hate to say it but more snow expected tonight!

REPLY

Can't Stop Crocheting
Feb 17, 2014 @ 20:40:53

Thank you.
I know its ridiculous. I made the hat Saturday… while it was snowing and of course there’s
more coming already.

REPLY

2. Susie Mann-Paro

Feb 17, 2014 @ 22:33:23

About these ads (http://en.wordpress.com/about-
these-ads/)
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Thank you so much, I’ve been looking for a crochet version of the worm hat!

REPLY

3. Laura Mc Bean

Feb 18, 2014 @ 06:25:22

Gonna try this .Thanks!

REPLY

4. OurSimpleLife
Feb 26, 2014 @ 10:48:31

Hey I like this :-)…Hello I am a new follower Nice to meet you…

REPLY

5. Trackback: Free Pattern: Spareribs – A Cowl | Hookers Don't Bite
6. Trackback: Free Pattern: Snow No? a cowl | Hookers Don't Bite

7. Kay
Mar 13, 2014 @ 13:12:33

Pattern will NOT print from your website or Ravelry…..only 1 page with no pattern.

REPLY
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